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Abstract

The whole body vibration was used to improve the strength of the lower extremity, but we didn’t like the vibration delivered to
the head that would hurt our health. People would use the joints of leg to reduce the vibration. The main joint of leg was knee.
If knee joint couldn’t produce the efficacy of spring or damping in vibration training, the vibration would be delivered to head
and probably caused the hurt and uncomfortable. The aim of study was comparing 90, 110, 130, 150, different knee degree
squat, which was better than others to reduce the transmissibility.There were 16 subjects that accepted vibration stimulus
(frequency 30Hz, amplitude 0.55mm) in 90, 110, 130, and 150 degree knee squat. Experiment instrument used Dactron Photo
II and 4 acceleratometers (PCB piezotronics). The acceleratometers put on vibration plate and subject’s knee rotational center,
lumbar 5 vertebra and head (using stick bitten by teeth). The transmissibility of head, lumbar and knee were counted by the
acceleration of head, lumbar, knee and vibration plate. We knew the vibration of head, lumbar and knee, which were amplified
or reduced by transmissibility. We used Borg (1982) 10 rating of perceived exertion scale to know how subjects felt about
vibration after each test. Statistical method used repeat measurement one way ANOVA to compare the transmissibility among
4 different knee angles.The study result indicated that the transmissibility of knee had maximum in 90 degree squat and had
minimum in 130 degree. The transmissibility of head had maximum in 150 degree and had minimum in 110 degree. Two of
them had significant difference (p<.001). Based on the results obtained, our conclusions could be made: the posture of
vibration training was in 110 to 130 knee degree.
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Abstract

This study used Borg (1982) 10 Rating of Perceived Exertion Scale to quantify the exercise intensity of vibration training. We
compared the perceived exertion variation between the two frequencies (32Hz, 18Hz). In long-term training, we added
repeating training times sequentially. By this experimental design, we studied the correlation between training times and
perceived exertion. There were 16 subjects ran HFV (high frequency vibration) training in December 2008 and ran MFV
(middle frequency vibration) training in March 2009. Total training times were 22. The training contents was taking vibration
stimulus 1 minute and having 2 minutes rest. Training repetition was 4 times among first to five, 5 times among six to fourteen,
6 times among fifteen to twenty-two. Subjects carried out continuous squat (knee degree from 90 to 150) during vibration
training. Researcher inquired the perceived exertion rate of subjects after each training course.It had significant difference
(p<.001) between first training and last training in paired t-test. The two groups the biggest decrease trend appeared among
first to five training course. However, there were no significant difference between HFV and MFV. The result of this study
showed that human body had the ability to adapt whole body vibration, causing the subject’s perceived exertion down
decreasingly.


